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Webster&#39;s New World&#153; Dictionary and Thesaurus The first and only American reference

of its kind, this outstanding Webster&#39;s New World dictionary is also a thesaurus! Based on the

universally acclaimed Webster&#39;s New World&#153; College Dictionary and Webster&#39;s

New World&#153; Thesaurus, it combines the best features of both in a single, easy-to-use volume.

Through decades of linguistic research, Webster&#39;s New World lexicographers have crafted a

uniquely modern guide to American English. The dictionary segment of this volume includes more

than 58,000 entries providing clear, precise, and reliable definitions of all of today&#39;s most

commonly used words. Widely used scientific, technical, professional, and business terms are

included, as well as common abbreviations and guides to spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.

Word derivations are provided to help you better understand the language and its use. All the

dictionary entries in this volume appear in the top portion of each page. In the bottom portion are the

corresponding thesaurus entries. These list a wide array of synonyms that can add variety to every

type of writing. Students, writers, speakers, editors, crossword puzzle buffs &#151; anyone who has



a need for just the right word &#151; will find these entries uniquely helpful and easy to use. Also

from Webster&#39;s New World: --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Discover the Dictionary That&#39;s Also a Thesaurus! Unique in concept and design, this

groundbreaking resource combines two great Webster&#39;s New World&#153; reference works in

a single volume. Dictionary entries and corresponding thesaurus entries appear together on each

page, so you can check the spelling and definition of a word and also research its synonyms &#151;

all at a single glance. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I had this same dictionary but I wore it out. I work crossword puzzles every day to keep my mind

busy. I don't always know the answers so have to look up in the dictionary. I find it useful when I

can't remember a couple of letters in a word. As I get older.....actually I am old...lol....I think....were

there two ss's in that word or one so I go look it up in my handy dandy dictionary.

I bought this book for my son, and he has used it a lot. He says it is a perfect size to have on hand

to check on words he isn't sure of while reading. Easy to read, and includes all of the words he

needs it to.

I was so tired of my kids asking me to look up a word on the computer that I finally ordered a

dictionary. My only regret is not doing it sooner. In this world where all knowledge is available

instantly and right at our finger tips (and coming from who knows where), it's nice to actually sit

down and turn real pages to find answers. The thesaurus at the bottom of the pages is a handy

resource. I've loved watching my kids take it to their rooms while reading a book so they can look up

words they don't know. The computer now gets much needed rest while we turn to the dictionary

more and more.

teri www.glutenandgrainfreesolutions.comI love this dictionary and thesaurus. It's not easy to find

both of these together in one book. I also like that they have the dictionary on to of the page and the

thesaurus information on the same page on the bottom part of the page. I would suggest this book

to my friends and family and I did buy it for my daughter .

I love hardcover everything ! so i loved this product , i originally bought it for my 5th grader, but it



could be a little to heavy for them to carry in the backpack with other books supplies etc.... so i end

up buying the pocket dictionary and thesaurus and kept this one for home....

Very accurate. Haha. Everything seems to be in order.

Wow, this is one big book, but just what I wanted and needed for my crosswords!! I like that it's a

combo dictionary and thesaurus. Cool

I used this book with intermediate/ advanced English speakers as an ESL teacher. My fav feature is

having a thesaurus listing for most words on the bottom of the dictionary page - this helps

vocabualry acquisition. I've used this book on 2 continents, and my only complaint is that it's a bit

bulky for mailing overseas or carrying to class, everyday. As a desk reference, however, this book is

great. It also contains a pronunciation key for each word with IPA symbols. The definitions are

simple and easy to comprehend.
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